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Steve Rumsey made several
journeys to Chester Nealie’s
workshop at South Kaipara
Heads to record his making and
firing methods. The photo-
graphs show the whole process
from making, stacking, firing
with helper Peter, to the fam-
ily, Hilary, Greg, Megan, and
Bryn surveying the most recent
kiln load.





Wood fired pots from
NZ Craftworks Te
Horo, photographed
by Richard Hendry.
Above left: Mark
Tugendhaft, right
Glen Beattie, left

centre; john Ander—
son, below left:
Andrew van der Put—
ten, right: Paul Tobin.
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Paul Fisher
Paul Fisher lives with his family at Orari between Tiuiaru and Ashburton on the flat Canterbury plains. He was introduced to pottery
through WEA classes in Christchurch, Rita Ernsten and Michael Trumic being later teachers. Potting soon became a compelling passion
which led him to workshops in Iapan. He makes no apology for closely following the Iapanese aesthetic in New Zealand. Paul has had
several one man exhibitions and is represented in galleries in New Zealand, Iapan and Britain.

In 1976 I travelled to Japan and this trip
was to be a turning point in my atti—
tude and approach to making pots.
With the help of the Hamada family I
was able to secure a place working at
Daisei Gama in Mashiko. This kiln has
been established 120 years and is pro—
ducing traditional Mashiko tableware
for everyday use. It has the distinction
of having hired Shoji Hamada as a
potter approximately 60 years ago
when he first arrived in Mashiko.

The drop into Mashiko from my
suburban environment in Christ—
church was an amazing experience. Its
a small village of 20,000 people, spread
out on undulating country where 300
kilns operate. The main street has 60%
pottery shops and on the surrounding
hills its easy to spot the kilns firing by
the belching black smoke rising in the
sky. At Daisei Gama I was able to make
my own pots as well as traditional ware
and the demands of repetition throw-
ing and mass production was a lesson I
could never have learnt at home. The
kiln at Daisei was a giant with seven
chambers 30’ across and 5’ x 6’ high. It
was bisqued and fired every month by
six craftsmen and four kiln workers

During my stay I also had the free
run of the I—Iamada compound. I was
fortunate to be able to watch the master
making and decorating and to see his
kiln in full flight. All this inspired me
to carry on the tradition of highly
glazed Mashiko ware and build my
own wood tunnel kiln on a smaller
scale.

On my return home we settled in
Orari, an area with an abundance of
excellent plastic stoneware clay and
cheap firewood. I am using clay dug
from a pit 15 km away at Kakahu,
which is mixed 8—1 with silica sand
available from the same pit. This mix is
blunged for 30 minutes, boiled for two
hours to remove water from the slip
then stored ready for use. The clay is
very high in alumina and has the same
chemical analysis as that used during
the Sung dynasty and at Shigaraki,
Japan.

My kiln is a three chamber climbing
kiln. It’s constructed of approximately
4,000 unifrax fire bricks mortared to—
gether with our local Kakahu clay top—
ped with an insulating layer of dirt,
straw and clay mix. All chambers are
built directly on the ground, the floor
covered with 3—4 inches of Kakahu clay

then a layer of silica sand. It takes
about 24 hours to fire all three cham-
bers to cone 11. Its extremely economi-
cal, using 11/2 cords of pine, which is
about the same as my Brickell dutch
oven design, a much smaller kiln I use
for salting.

I still have a lot of traditional
Mashiko in my veins and am working
with slip glazes, ash, tenmoku and
celadons. I make domestic ware and
individual pieces.

I strongly believe a workshop
environment is essential for learning
the realities of making pots fora living,
as opposed to a school system where
students are not usually aware of the
commitments to the craft, both finan-
cially and personally. I have another
potter working with me at present and
hope to expand my workshop to incor—
porate another three or four working
potters. I see my workshop becoming a
transit place, offering kiln facilities,
clay workshop space, prior to potters
setting up their own individual work—
shops.

Paul Fisher
Orari, State Highway 1

South Canterbury

Pots made in 1976 on return from lapan, glazed with clear limestone
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Mark Lorimer on Bizen
After spending two and a halfyears living
in Bizen —Mark working in a pottery and
Maureen studying cotton weaving, indigo
dyeing and in particular ikat weaving
techniques—the Lorimers have been
working at Driving Creek Potteries where
Mark was making domestic ware New
Zealand style. They are now establishing
their own pottery nearby in Coromandel
based on a Bizen type tunnel kiln to pro—
duce the type of work studied in Japan.

The predominant type of pottery found
in Japan 800 years ago was an unglazed
functional stoneware produced in
simple tunnel kilns of up to 10 metres
in length into the sides of mountains.
To avoid cracking of the body, (a 60 to
70% silica content was common), long
firings were necessary and the result-
ing fired effects from the buildup of
ash ranged from spectacular reds,
browns and blacks through to cloudy
greys and blues and greens, quite fre-
quently the full range appearing on the
same pot.

Bizen, on the southern seaboard, the
Inland Sea of central Honshu, is the last
area producing this style of pottery in
any quantity. In the other areas—
Shigaraki, Tamba, Tokoname, lga,
Echizen, Suzu and Okinawa—the
potters have mostly switched to glazed
ware with only the odd individual
potter continuing along the traditional
line.

Prior to the 16th Century, Bizen pro—
duced mainly storage jars of all sizes
some standing over a metre tall, burial
urns, mortars and sake bottles. The
potters, because of the tumultuous
political circumstances throughout
Japan, were forced to align themselves
for protection and survival with the
very strong temples in the area and the
range of ware produced was directly
dependent on that which the rough
unplastic mountain clays would allow.
Coiling and then finishing on a
kickwheel seems to have been the pro-
duction technique employed, with
high losses of up to 50% during firing.

During the 16th century political
stability came to Japan and Bizen pot—
ters moved down into the valleys
where clay was found in abundance
two metres under the ground. This clay
was fine and very plastic and allowed a
much wider range of ware to be pro-
duced. At the same time the Tea Cere-
mony was developing and the rustic
nature of Bizen pottery fell into favour
with the tea masters. The range of pot—
tery extended from purely functional
domestic ware into Tea Ceremony
utensils—tea bowls, vases, waterjars,
tea caddies—and ' large sculptural
pieces for the temples.

Kilns changed in size also, and dur—
ing this time there were three large
kilns in operation employing the
population of Bizen. These kilns were
50 metres in length, 6 metres in width
and 3 metres high and were still of the
straight through, tunnel-type holding
up to 30,000 pots. The firings took two
months and were followed by a cooling
period of one month. The fired surface
effects on the ware were very import-
ant and through the use of saggars,
shelves, wrapping of the pots in rice
straw and simply stacking them one on
top of the other subtle flashing and
colourings resulted. Many of the pots
from this period survive today and are
highly prized collectors items.

More recently (about 150 years ago)
the Nobarigama (multichambered
climbing kiln) came into use and it has
now taken over as the most popular
kiln built. Today Bizen workshops are
predominantly small family affairs
employing from one to six workers and
some using both kinds of kiln. The
days of large cooperative operations
are long gone.

The ware produced is‘ wide-ranging
with an emphasis on Tea Ceremony
utensils, vases, jars, bowls, platters,
sake bottles and beakers and ever in—
creasing numbers of pieces regarded as
”works of art”.

Old Bizen
Jar 1.25 metres
high.
17th century
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Clay is dug from under the
ricefields, is processed in a somewhat
labour intensive manner, then stored
to dry for two years when it is hand
crushed and the sandy clay separated
from the pure, hard clay. The pure clay
is slaked down and then dried out to
throwing consistency in terra cotta
dishes. This clay has a natural grog
content and is then blended with the
secondary clay which has had the sand
washed out of it and been dried in a
similar manner. The mixed clay is then
stored (for ten years in some cases), to
increase plasticity before being used.
The blending of clays is generally done
with the help of a pugmill but there are
still workshops which have their ap—
prentices foot—wedge the clay. The
preparation of clay is most important
as it is the quality of the clay, the size
and quantity of the grog which adds to
or detracts from the liveliness of the
pot. With normal glazed ware the clay
body is often completely concealed,
but with flashings and ash-glazed ef—
fects on the Bizen pots the body shows

' through, the grog often rupturing the
surface.

Throwing is generally done on elec—
tric wheels which allow for high pro—
ductivity as well as large pots—jars are
up to 20 kg, thrown in one piece.

,-
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Kilns and Firing
As already mentioned, the kilns are

of two types—multichambered and
straight-through tunnel jobs.

These kilns are brick constructed
and vary greatly in size; our workshop
kiln had an internal width of2.8 metres
and an overall length of ten metres.
They are a reduction kiln but quite
often one chamber is reserved for
oxidised effects. The reduction is
enhanced by scattering charcoal
amongst the pots; the places where the
charcoal burns out against the body
results in flashes of red, black, smokey
greys and in special circumstances
blues.

Kilns are usually four chambered
and require eight to ten days to fire,
with first firings often extending to 14
days. The ports for the insertion of the
charcoal are located along the sides of
each chamber and stacking is or-
ganised to allow a clean passage be—
tween the shelves, and across the kiln.
The chambers themselves have no
bagwalls but are stacked to guide the
flame evenly to all corners—sufficient
height from the floor to the first shelf
being important to avoid temperature
imbalance.

Today silicon carbide shelves have
replaced the heavy thick fireclay
shelves of the past with many pots
stacked one on top of the other or
leaning against another.

The wood used is Japanese Pine
from the surrounding mountains cut to
length, split and then banded with
wire hoop for ease of handling. One
bundle contains approximately six
pieces of wood and measures 60 cm in
length and 25 cm in diameter. One
thousand of these bundles are needed
for a firing and an additional 200 finer
split bundles for the side stoking.

Firing commences with a slow
warming and drying fire for two days
through a 23 x 23 cm firemouth in the
bottom of the door. A temporary
”firebox” is built out from this mouth
to keep the flame back off the pots, the
ends of the burning wood being kept
up by a metal bar across the ”firebox”
entrance.

The tempo of the firing increases
until the pots on the first bung are
visible when the main stoking port
higher up the door is cracked open and
carefully fed, starting with only three
pieces of wood. The kiln is at a very
delicate transition state prior to red
heat and a sudden blast of cool air or
flame is enough to cause cracking of
the pots. The top firemouth now takes
over although the lower one is still
stoked and used as a source of primary
air controlling the height of the embers
inside the chamber. The amount of
wood stoked increases until up to 40
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pieces are being thrown in at one time
giving heavy reduction and pushing
the heat to the back of the chamber and
into the second one.

Side—stoking on the first chamber
begins when the pots behind the ports
(halfway down the chamber), are
showing reflective qualities on their
surfaces, and continues until the
maturing temperatures are reached. In
the workshop where I worked, no
pyrometer or test rings were used, the
only indicators of maturity being the
runniness and reflective qualities of
the molten ash and the colour of the
chamber inside. Temperatures are
usually around 1130-1150 but the

chamber colour is much brighter than
expected at these temperatures by New
Zealand standards, because of the long
firing.

Once the pots are fully baked the 15 x
15 cm charcoal ports are opened and
the extremely hot tiring job of balanc—
ing charcoal on flat long handled
shovels and sprinkling it correctly
among the pots begins. This took us an
hour to complete on the large first
chamber with a person on either side
of the kiln shovelling. Once finished,
all ports are sealed and the side stoking
on the second chamber begins. This
chamber required five to seven hours
to fire and charcoal, the large oxidising
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third chamber nine hours and the
small final chamber one and a half
hours.

These firings require a team of stok-
ers; we had four, each working a six
hour shift, although from the time the
first chamber begins to approach
maturity to the end of the firing all
hands are needed to maintain the pace
and the straight—through non—stop
shift would sometimes extend to 55
hours. Following the firing, seven days
were needed for the kiln to cool suffi—
ciently to unstack.

Mountain Tunnel Kilns
(Anagama)

This kiln is of the same type used in
the early days of Bizen and was intro-
duced to Japan by Korean potters.
Generally they are 10-12 metres in
length at the firebox end, 1-1.5 metres
in width and height, tapering off to—
wards the flue end. They are built on
an incline of 15°—30° and are fired for
oxidation and neutral fire effects. Fired
for 8-10 days, they are side stoked once
the front bung has reached tempera—
ture, (eg 7 hours might be required on
the first port compared with only half
an hour on the last).

The fired effects are usually lighter in
colour than those from the
”Noborigama”. Greens, yellows and
browns from ash deposition are
characteristic with rich red fire lines on
the pots which have been wrapped in
rice straw and fired in saggars.

Although many kilns are now made
of brick, the old construction methods
of clay just moulded around a bamboo
frame are still popular; many potters
believe the fired effects from the clay
kilns are superior—the highly reflec-
tive nature of the glazed brick surface
being undesirable.

These kilns last for many years. The
one I helped rebuild had been fired
regularly for eighteen years before
some areas of the crown began to col—
lapse.

The construction clays were heavily
grogged mountain clays the same as
those used by the early potters for their
pots and kilns. A blanket of rough
rice-straw matting was spread over the
bamboo frame and the clay mixed to a
suitable consistency to avoid it slip-
ping straight off, was plastered in
layers up to a total thickness of20 cm all
over. As it dried the kiln was beaten
periodically with wooden paddles to
compress and strengthen it, helping to
minimise cracking later on. The fram-
ing was then pulled out although some
potters prefer to burn it out in the
drying fire.

Because anagamas are generally
used for oxidation/neutral fire effects
charcoal is not used, although blushes

of grey/blue (characteristic charcoal
effects) often result where the side
stoking wood has burnt out against the
sides of pots. Stacking is therefore
much freer than that of charcoal fed
noborigama with many saggars and
pots stacked one on top of the other to a
height 20 cm from the roof, care once
again being taken to allow plenty of
space for the flame passage along the
floor.

These old construction and firing
techniques used in Bizen appear to
contrast sharply with mainstream
Japanese life which on the surface is
dominated by high technology. How-
ever on scratching beneath the surface
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one runs into deeply—rooted tradition
and these values are really the basis of
the highly ordered Japanese society.
The Japanese appreciation of beauty
which is summed up in the words
“wabi, sabi, shibui,” (and have no
exact English translation), refer to the
roughness richness and depth of the
natural world. It is this appreciation
that makes Bizen pottery special to the
population as a whole, has fostered a
feeling of exclusiveness around it, and
created the high prices the ware always
fetches in the shops.

Mark Lorimer
Oxford Terrace

Coromandel

Above: pus/ling coals onto lower front pots of the first chamber
of a noborigama. Bclozv: Trails ofbnrnt rice straw (almost pure
silica) hanging from the pots. Right: Jar by Mark Lorinzcr made
while working in lapan.
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Salt glazed bowl and teapot shown at Auckland Studio Potters Exhibition.

Ian Smail
Over a ten year span lan Smail has been
accumulating firing experience with a
number of kilns, some more successful
than others. For lengthy periods, Warren
Tippett and latterly Nicholas Statlier
have shared the workshop.

I learnt potting from Ann Ambler in
1972—73 and built myself a salt kiln and
a small single chamber oil fired glost
kiln. From there I went on to a larger
double chamber oil kiln, which was
never any good, then five years ago
with Warren Tippett, built the present
three chambered wood kiln, fired with
the then popular Brickell Dutch oven
type firebox. The kiln was designed for
glost in the first two chambers and for
salt glazing in the last Chamber. It was a
temperamental beast, taking up to 24
hours to fire, highly sensitive to
stacking, and to the weather. I fired
this kiln until the middle of this year,
when some major alterations were cal—
led for.

I’ve now removed the front chamber
and built a Bourry box type firebox on
the front of the second chamber, so I
have a kiln of two chambers, the sec—
ond for salting, with a total capacity of
approximately 100 cu. ft. The firebox is
an adaptation of the Finch design.This
kiln fires both chambers to top temper-
ature (1300OC) in approximately 18
hours~the first chamber in 15 hours,

the second in three—and is very much
easier than the Dutch oven on the
original kiln (hail to their passing!)
The Bourry box needs stoking only at
20 to 30 minute intervals and being
entirely enclosed is so much nicer to be
near.

In the front chamber I use simple
feldspathic glazes (Shino type
nepheline syenite or soda feldspar)
rock glazes, and matt high magnesia
glazes, also a lower firing iron glaze for
those cold spots. Yes, we get those too!
In addition I use a number of clay slips
mainly based on ball clay and a local
clay of high alumina content. In the salt
chamber I use all the above and hope
for lots of luck. The pots in the second
chamber are usually fired raw with slip
glazes inside, applied at the leather
hard stage.

The pots are stacked on 22 x 14
shelves in the front chamber (four
stacks about five ft high), and on 18 x 18
shelves (all silicon carbide shelves well
coated with alumina china clay wash),
in the second chamber. The pots in the
first chamber are set straight on the
shelves, some of the bowls set one in—
side the other with sea shells filled
with clay or aluminaichina mix in be-
tween. I do this even with the glazed
bowls because it leaves a lovely scar. I
often drop straw around both the
glazed and slipped pots, but don’t try

photo: Howard Williams

soaking the straw in salt—that can
mean disaster. People read of potters
in Japan soaking their straw in salt for
extra effect. In my experience, and
others too, the salt affects most New
Zealand clay bodies in a most undesir—
able manner eating well into the pots
during firing.

In the salt chamber the pots are on
shells filled with alumina/china clay
mix or on a flint grog from Northland.
The bowls are often placed one inside
the other with a small pot, teapot or
jug, inside the top one.

I have no magic to guarantee success
with the salt kiln. As it is the second
chamber, atmosphere control is dif—
ficult and the results are extremely
variedkfrom brilliant to abysmal. The
amount of salt is usually a four gallon
bucketful or maybe two bucketsful!
The salt is thrown through any open—
ing onto the pots especially the bowls.

The body I’m using at present is
“Stichbury Mix” based on Crum pow—
der and I-Iuntly fireclay.

My advise to those embarking on a
wood kiln is:
0 get the wood really dry
0 Have a mighty big chimney-

remember this does all the work
0 learn chainsaw maintenance!

(Further information on the Bourry
firebox in NZ Potter Vol 2302, eds)

Above left:
Small bowl salt
glazed, large
shino type.
Right; salt
glazed bowl
interior and
exterior.
Below right:
bowls ash
glazed and salt
glazed.
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Nelson fast fire wood kiln

As part of the New Zealand Society of
Potters clay weekend organised by the
Nelson Potters Association last Labour
weekend it was decided to build a perma-
nent kiln at the Nelson Polytechnic; the
Polytech to pay for the materials and
Nelson Potters to design and build the kiln
and to have access to it for workshops. A
fine co-operative effort produced a really
fast firing kiln (five hours).

The kiln design chosen was a small
25 cu. ft wood fuelled fast firing design
by Californian Fred Olsen. It is a single
chambered downdraught kiln with
two opposing fireboxes under the
chamber. To suit materials available to
us we made some modifications.
Chamber dimensions were altered to
fit 12 x 18 shelves and the chamberfloor
was cast on high duty castable sections
to be standard brick thickness. The
interéor of the kiln chamber except for
the floor is lined with low
density insulating bricks; the
fireboxes, flues and lower chimney are
of hard firebrick; and the exterior of the
kiln and most of the chimney is of red
brick. The exterior steelwork and fire—
grates were made at the Polytechnic.
Our members completed the construc—
tion in half a dozen sessions.

The performance of the fired kiln
was dramatic, stoneware firing com-
fortably in five hours, primarily be—
cause of the use of insulating bricks.
An almost identical kiln constructed in
Nelson entirely of firebricks takes at
least twice as long to fire. Our kiln used
a remarkably small amount of wood for
a glost firing. The wood of course must
be well prepared and dry. The method
of firing is similar to that of most wood
kilns except that the front firebox only,
is fired until temperature reaches
550°C when the second one is lit and
they are stoked alternately.

Bob Heatherbell
Brightwater

Nelson

For other views on construction andfiring
wood kilns:
Fred Olsen ”The Kiln Book” and Studio
Potter 4 (2) Douglas Phillips Fast Fire
Wood Kiln, Ceramic Review No. 63. (This
appears to be a dandy little kiln ofapprox.
18 cu ft based on a Fred Olsen design),

Next issue more on wood kilns andfiring:
Bruce and Estelle Martin’s anagama type
kiln, Brian Gartside’s low cost kiln using a
barrow load of bricks, Paul Lorimer from
[apan
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Clay clay and more clay
Winstones Ltd have now taken over two
Nelson companies, making them by far
the biggest clay manufacturers for craft
potters in the country. At Winstones’ in-
vitation we made a visit to the Nelson
factory where we were shown the mixing
and blending procedure —from 15 types of
clay collected from as far afield as Col—
lingwood to Otago, up to six types of clay
in any one bodysand heard what
additional products and services might be
developed in the future. In June this year
Winstones acquired the plant and assets of
Potters Clay Ltd and have amalgamated
the equipment with previously acquired
Ian McPherson’s Clay Ltd on the Potters
Clay Parkers Road site. We were agree—
ably impressed by the entire operation—
the combined output will be much greater
than before and will provide a very much
better service to potters. We obtained
most satisfactory replies to our list of
complaints, queries and suggestions.

Project Manager for Winstones Clay
Divison is John Carlson singularly suited

to the task of developing the business
since he is a geologist whose M.Sc. thesis
was on clay mineralogy, and who is him—
self a hobby potter. He therefore has a
long association with clay, has a ’feel’ for
it and is aware ofwhat potters expect ofit
by range and diversity. He personally
throws and fires his own tests.

John Carlson reassures potters that
there will be no immediate changes. All
the traditionalsix McPherson’s mixes will
be offered, even ”Slab Clay” which is still
mixed by hand in the original manner.
The full ”Potters Clay” range is also
available. Efforts will be made to improve
on these clays to attempt to provide what
potters want. Most important of all will
be improved quality control.

”Winstones involvement will bring
a new dimension to the quality control
of raw materials and product testing.
Our policy is:—

(i) All clay winning to be supervised
by a geologist.
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(ii) Clay stockpiles to be prepared up
to two years ahead of utilisation.
Stockpiles to be tested for particle
size and test firing, to confirm
consistency.

(iii) Clay to be made in distinct
batches and all bags numbered.

(iv) Each batch will be test fired prior
to release for sale.

(v) Test firing in reduction only for
stoneware.
Specification minimum water ab-
sorptions adhered to.

v(vi

Clay not suitable for potters (from our
works) will be clearly labelled with its
intended use, i.e. for specified low
firing purposes, modelling etc.”

John Carlson

John Carlson will contribute an article
about clay mineralogy for potters in next
issue.

Well known to ageneration of New Zealand potters as a reliable source ofstudio potters
clay, [an McPherson has made a substantial contribution to New Zealand potting. His
continued association with Winstones clay works in Parkers Roadfollows the tradition
he set when helped by Mirek Sinisek and Roy Cowan he developed a series of clay bodies
to suit studio potters when there was no other source ofprepared clay in New Zealand.

Cone
comparison
Steve Rumsey

Potters often have a problem compar-
ing one make of cone with those of
another.

Each manufacturer publishes a scale
of "temperature equivalents” for his
cones, but this does not agree with the
temperature scale of another man—
ufacturer, when the same amount of
“heat/work” is done!

For example, if we place the follow—
ing three cones in a kiln together and
heat them up, they will all go down
together:

Orton Cone 6
Old Harrison H5
Seger Cone 4a
In spite of this fact, each manufac—

turer gives a different ”temperature
equivalent” for his cone:

Orton 6 = 1222°C
Old Harrison H5 = 1180°C
Seger 4a = 1195°C
Reading across the table below, you

can compare the relative squatting
points in practice for three makes of
cone, at a temperature rise 0f150°C/Hr
(new Harrison/Bell cones appear to be
similar to Orton):
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12 Potters, 20 years
In 1962 in the embryo years of public

interest in hand—produced pottery in
New Zealand a group of twelve very
amateur Auckland potters decided
they needed somewhere to sell their
pots, and outlets were few. So why not
start a shop of their own? One was
found in Mt Albert, painted and fitted
with shelving for a total cost of £6 a
member, and at a rent of £2 a week.
The group opened their shop, called
"12 potters” and established
the first potters co—operative, run and
stocked by the potters themselves. The
original members were: Olive Jones,
Mavis Robinson, Paula King, Betty
Rapson, Jean Weir, Betty Colson, Nan
Troup, Lil Walcott, Joey Marshall,
Margaret Milne, Tony Valintine, Jim
Palmer. _

Eight were exhibiting members of
the first formed New Zealand Society
of Potters 1963, and most had gained
their interest and experience from
weekend schools and evening classes,
which were held in several secondary
schools. All but one of the original
group fired in electric kilns and were
more or less restricted to a range of
earthenware, oxidised stoneware, and
some necklaces and pendants.

Three premises later, the group now
includes a number of full—time potters
and twenty five people share the co—
operative selling facility at Upland
Road Shopping Centre, Remuera. A
wide range of potting styles is evident
in the work displayed—stoneware
and porcelain, domestic and
fantastic—a reflection of the maturity
and skill and development of critical
taste that marks the present day New
Zealand potting scene.

Four of the originals are still with the
group and the present membership
ranges from the well known and estab-
lished to the relative newcomer. Al—
together more‘than 50 potters have
benefitted from the group’s activity
over the last 20 years. Present 25 mem—
bers are: Catherine Anselmi, Elizabeth
Beechey, Roger Brittain, Gill
Carruthers, Julia Colman, Ruth Court,
Lex Dawson, Maurice Dawson, Moyra
Elliott, Garry Elliott, Margaret
Grayson, Olive Jones, Pauline Jones,
Alan Kestle, Paul King, Alison Laird,
Beverley Luxton, Margaret Milne, John
Parker, Cecilia Parkinson, Dave Par-
ton, Cliff Smith, Ditty Staple, Tony
Valintine, Diana Wyler.

l2 Potters Shop in Remuera gives a
sophisticated image carried through to the
blackiwhite wrapping paper. Right: some
of the members taking a lunch break at a
shared workshop.
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John arid Anhirawfodir
[ohn and Anne Crawford are well estab—
lished in comparative isolation from many
ofthe Sontlz Island’s potters at Hector, 20
miles north of Westport in Westland.

We chose to establish our pottery in
Westland because there was a good
supply of raw materials, but above all
because it is remote. This was import—
ant in our case as we'd both previously
been part of a big workshop. The re—
moteness would make us look in to our
own resources and create something of
our own.

My interest in potting was sparked
by Yvonne Rust at Greymouth High
School. Yvonne arranged for me to take
up an apprenticeship at Waimea Craft
Pottery in Nelson where I spent five
years doing everything from clay
making to packing finished pots. Here
I found a friendly supportive atmos—
phere, everyone worked together
making pots to a high degree of
craftsmanship and good old fashioned
pride. Anne worked alongside me at
Waimea. After five years Jack Laird
could see we were ready for our own
studio and was helpful in our move to
establish ourselves at Hector in 1974.

At first we put emphasis on making
things that were ”different" from those
made at Waimea, but it soon became
obvious that being different did not
necessarily mean an improvement in
quality. We evaluated the pots and the
aspects we liked about them were em—
phasised. Decorative brushwork had
been applied to most items relevant or
not, (at the time I thought it was). A gut
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feeling for our materials was still not
evident in our wo'rk.

Slowly our environment began to
influence us. A series of landscape de—
corations were started in 1979 when
friends moved to Sydney. In the clear
sky each morning we could see a tiny
silver fleck leaving behind a vapour
trail—the Wellington Sydney flight.
The arrow and the jet trail became a
symbol of our friend’s departure and
provided us with a decorative theme,
depicted as an arrow above the out—
lines of our mountain and sea land—
scape. This would require careful
handling and new forms would have to
be designed to take such decoration.
Yet still this bold landscape decoration
looked ”applied”—an integrated
wholeness had not been achieved
satisfactorily.

I selected portions of the landscape
and drew them, cutting detail to a
minimum, and a new concept of seeing
things began to emerge. I found it a
good exercise to cut the drawing up
with scissors and reassemble the
pieces to give a fractured look, but still
retain the same feeling of power and
abruptness our landscape gives. The
image was no longer a landscape, but
basic lines easily incorporated as de-
sign concepts to fit a form. The pots
were now designed as a whole and not
with decoration ”added". Some pots
did not need decoration at all while
others required it to point up their best
features. Combinations of techniques
were developed for some of the new
pots. Some needed to be coiled, some
with coil and slab areas, others paper
resist decoration.
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On If estCoast
As we progress through each stage of

making, but especially after glaze fir—
ing we try to evaluate what we are
doing and why, and then ask ourselves
if this was the type of pot we set out to
make.

The longer I pot the more aware I am
that there are no set rules or criteria for
judging pots. There is only you and
honest committment to the materials
with which you work.

Our aim is to try to create pots that
have a sense of wholeness about them
and reflect a sense of caring craftsman—
ship. We look upon our work as part of
us and not simply as a job. We both do
seven days a week although our hours
are not over long—9 to 5 pm on aver—
age.

Recently we opened our own gallery
in Westport, twenty miles from
Hector. We leased a shop in a good
position with a large window and re-
latively good lighting. The interior had
to be completely refitted. In tune with
our bush surroundings we painted the
ceiling olive green, lined the wall with
rough sawn rimu from the local mill
erected in herring bone pattern. White
display cubes and a group of three
shelving units made for walls. Off
white fitted carpet brings out the
honey colour of the unoiled rimu. This
has provided the first opportunity to
display our work to best advantage and
we have been pleased with the re-
sponse from Visitors and the local
community. We have displayed other
local crafts in our large front window
and hope other craftspeople will take
advantage of it.

Glazes are conventional stoneware with
high felspar content. Th egreynohite body
makes nSe of local china clay with a high
talc content from Westport. For domestic
ware the body is rakn Ilfrom Nelson. The
largest of the above pots is 26 cm high.
Below left and right: Pots inspired by the
environment shown at CSA Gallery
Christchurch. Blue/green glaze,

Later work shown at Alicat Gallery, Auckland in a recent exhibition
from Westland potters. All decorated pottery above has strong blne
orange or brown brushwork on a grey/white clay body.
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Feeling Free
john Sweden has lived and worked at
Centrepoint Community, Albany
Auckland since its formation five years
ago. Here he explains his potting
philosophy, which cannot be divorced
from his total outlook on living. He can—
tributes to our technical information from
his experience in firing with a large lpg
fibre kiln and some glaze recipes and
glazing methods.
Pottery for me is guts and clay. I want
my pots to be touched as well as looked
at. Perhaps the people who buy my
pots will find something within them
that goes beyond ownership, fashion
or intellect. It can happen. A pot can be
functional and it can also provide a
doorway into the unconscious where
all creativity has its roots.

Pots are capable of conveying in—
credible intrinsic energy. Its all
there—the stress and movement of
making and firing. When I look at a pot
I can tell a lot about the potter. To me
many of the pots made today are intel-
lectual head trips. They seem fragile,
untouchable, behind-glass expres-
sions that attract the eye but make no
appeal to the heart. They are clever, but
cold.

My personal way of seeing pottery,
creativity and the world, has changed.
I’m discovering that there isn’t any
right way; there’s just whatever pro-
cess I happen to be involved in at the
time. I’m not against tradition, I ad—
mire greatly the Eastern craftsmen for
their total dedication and mastery. But
tradition can become a god. The
technique and achievement can be
more important than the maker. I have
no wish to do it that way.

I taught myself to pot at Timatanga,
another community, where I used a
diesel kiln and a wood kiln. After try-
ing many occupations, including pre—
cision engineering, advertising and
landscape contracting, pottery seemed
to offer what I needed physically and
emotionally. There were up to eight of
us at times, at various stages in de—
veloping our potting skills. Each per-
son’s energy was valuable and al—
though our methods of sorting out our
interpersonal difficulties were not very
developed, it was an important time
for me.

From Timatanga my partner and I
moved to Bethell’s Beach, a windy spot
on Auckland’s west coast. A large
diesel kiln was available, but I used
mainly a wood kiln for our bread and
butter production. It was here I worked
with Warren Tippett and although I
was probably not a good ”apprentice”,
I learnt a great deal from Warren. We

John Sweden

then moved to Centrepoint to establish
a completely new pottery.

After eight years of potting, I guess
the way I now make, see and feel is
intimately connected with how I look
on myself as a person. I do not now
hide from my own feelings. I have
made some pretty depressed pots,
thrown some pretty angry bowls and
have often hidden my insecurity be-
hind knowledge—possessiveness,
jealousy and secrecy. Now that I have
changed the way I perceive people,
pots and the rest of the world, my life
has become a lot simpler and much
more fun. I have the use of the entire
community with its facilities and
equipment, but I own nothing. That in
itself is a tremendous relief.

I like working here. Our pottery is a
beautiful building where I'm free to
explore absolutely anything. There are
no limitations except those I impose on
myself. I still make the usual bread and
butter work, but more and more I can
leave that and try something new.

Our clay body
We have an excellent stoneware

body with high green strength giving a
warm toast colour at C10 reduction.
The high Bentonite content of the
fireclay results in slightly more than
average shrinkage, but this is out-
weighed by the mixer-to—wheel con-
venience and excellent plasticity of the
freshly made body.
Kopuku fireclay+— 36%
Crum clay — 36%
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Albany

NZ Ball clay— 18%
NZ feldspar— 10%

+ We went directly to the Kopuku coal
mine and arranged, after testing, to
have 60 tonnes of fireclay refined and
bagged for us by Mintech Ltd.

Glazes

Every time I visited the Auckland
Museum, I was magnetically drawn to
the superb blue and white pottery from
Japan and the East. I realised it would
be futile to try to duplicate their pro—
cess, but I did want a glaze that would
approach its richness, simplicity and
purity.

Our stoneware is based on a number
of iron-rich clays, and the glaze needed
to interact with this body, without
losing depth and whiteness. Over the
years, two basic recipes have evolved.

A Chinese white glaze
stoneware C9-II reduction

Stetley potash feldspar—36
NZ china clay (ultrafine)— 27
Calcite- 6
Dolomite— 12
Silica— 19
I love the softness of this glaze. It has

a tactile, smooth, easy-to—clean surface
that is superb for brushwork over and
under. It comes to life when applied
thickly over stoneware bodies, but also
works well over white slip if you wish
to eliminate iron speckles. If under—
staining, the stain used needs
adequate flux to avoid occasional
crawling away from the decoration. I
use this glaze and the one below with a
cobalt-based slip for brushwork and
wax resist. It is stable and suitable for
in—glaze colours.

B Opaque white glaze
C10—12 stoneware reduction

Stetley potash feldspar—4O
NZ china clay (ultrafine) — 20
Calcite— 14
Silica— 18
This is an excellent glaze for decora—

tion in the high temperature range. It is
stable, likes being medium to thick on
our body, and needs medium to heavy
reduction for best appearance and
finish.

The following two glazes are also
favourites and offer an entire world for
exploration. When used sensitively
they give a crisp brilliance and flawless
surface.

I
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C stoneware/porcelain
glaze C9-12 reduction

Stetley potash feldspar —26
NZ china clay (ultrafine)—13
Woollastonite —27
NZ ball clay — 6
Talc — 3
Silica —26
Equally suitable for stoneware and

porcelain this is one of the few glazesl
have found that will not craze on Pod—
more’s porcelain at higher tempera—
tures when applied from thin to
medium. It is excellent for over and
under brushwork in blue or iron slip.
When applied thickly to an iron-rich
body it forms a soft, deep pale-green
celadon. Over porcelain carving, and
over graffito through pale slip onto a
darker body, it is ideal.

A startlingly beautiful combination
may be obtained when used with
wax-resist and the following
Japanese—style overglaze.

D Khaki C 9—12 reduction

English Cornwall stone —60.00
NZ ball clay —16.00
Woollastonite — 7.00
Talc — 6.00
Silica —11.00
Titanium —0.4O
Red iron oxide —7.00

note: the imported so called Blue
Cornwall stone has quite a high
moisture content so I usually add 20%
to the batch weight.

To work well this glaze requires
thickness, and will range from deep
olive—green to brown, red-brown and
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grey black. It can be a flawless, stable
glaze that comes to life over glaze C.

All of the above glazes may be
dipped, poured, brushed and sprayed.

I’m fussy about my wax for wax re—
sist. I prefer paraffin wax diluted with
kerosene until the cooled wax loses its
hard, brittle surface and becomes
slightly soft and tacky. I have tried a
number of brushes but none have
withstood the rigours of hot wax as
well as a 1/2 inch black bristled house—
hold paintbrush. I apply the wax quite
hot from an old electric fiypan with a
Sillinanite shelf lid—the lid avoids as—
phixiation from kerosene fumes. Don’t
leave the brush in hot wax between
use!



Cottage industry
The way we work together in the pot-
tery, as in the other community indus-
tries, is based on the way we live.
People are more important than any—
thing we do, so there is strong em—
phasis on communication and sharing
our feelings with one another. This
sort of honesty in the pottery as any-
where else, is difficult at times as for
example when negative feelings arise.
I certainly find that I can’t make
beautiful pots when resentful or hos-
tile. The big change in my potting
therefore has been making the trans-
ition from working and living in al-
most total inward and outward isola-
tion to being with people who are at
once individuals, potters, workmates
and members of my large extended
family, (150 adults, teenagers, children
and babies at the moment).

We work closely together, sharing
the housekeeping tasks, but each fol-
lowing his own path and timetable.
Our kilns are not yet used to full
capacity so there is always a firing slot
available. Clay mixes which vary a lit-
tle from potter to potter are the respon—
sibility of the individual. Usually we
buy our raw materials in bulk—up to
50 tonnes. Sales are wholesale to shops
from Northland to Rotorua; we were
not granted permission from our local
council to retail so there are no kiln-
side sales as such apart from a few
”seconds”. All property is held in
common. Earnings are paid into the
Trust. There are no wages. I get $1 a
week pocket money which is more
than Ineed. I find it a great relief not to
be involved in property, mortgages,
food etc. There is so much more energy
available for living creatively.

Silk-stencilled garment by Sue Holmes—dress designer

At present there are four potters.
This changes from time to time as
someone leaves or wants to join us.
About twelve people have been as-
sociated with our pottery. There are no
secrets. If someone discovers some-
thing new it is shared with those who
want to use it, so change can happen
quickly. At times there is a sort of
creative chaos, but one which is full of
learning opportunities.

Communities have acquired the
unfortunate image of dope—smoking,
laid-back hippies who never do any
real work. Centrepoint people are
mostly high—energy self—motivated in—
dividuals who enjoy talking about
ideas, but who also get on with it and
do it. The financial backing is provided
by the Trust’s collective assets, savings
and earnings has meant we have been
able to build the sort of building we
want without having to scrounge and

scrimp as many communities do. Our
pottery for instance is exceedingly well
equipped.

Most of our many visitors do not
wish to live this closely together and
with the sort of commitment we have
here, however they can take away with
them those aspects that are useful to
them at the time and apply them in
their own lives.

Next to the pottery we are currently
building a second large craft building
to house most of our other crafts and
industries: silk-screen printed fabrics,
dress design, silk scarves and sarongs,
puzzles, wooden toys, fashion acces—
sories, weight-lifting equipment, car—
pentry and metalwork. The horticul-
tural business includes a big tree nur-
sery. As well there is the counselling
and therapy side of the community; an
important activity offering weekend
and week—long workshops.
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Pottery : Approximately 2300 sq ft with
adjacent wood and material storage:
climbing kiln shed.

Equipment: Electric wheels, slab
roller, extruder, pug mill and rib—
bon blender. Spray booth.

Kilns: 68 cu ft LPG Top-hat fibre kiln. 4
burners to 1320°C in about 14 hours.
Fired about twice weekly. 1800 litre
LPG tank supply.

300 cu ft 3—charnber wood fired
climbing kiln. Dutch oven fired
with pine slabs to 1320°C.

5 cu ft 3-phase computer-controlled
electric kiln.

Clays: Kopuku fireclay-blend stone—
ware.
Terracotta. Imported and home—
made porcelain.

Pots: Domestic stoneware and
porcelain. Handbuilt porcelain,
sculptural stoneware. Press-
moulded flatware. Murals.

Glazes: Oriental—type recipes. Oxida—
tion and reduction. Crystalline
glazes. Barium glazes.

Techniques: Sgraffito, wax resist,
brush-work, carving, inlay, slip
trailing, glaze on glaze decoration.
On—glaze lustres and fuming.

Centrepoint Community is lialf an
hour’s drive from Auckland city over the
harbour bridge and half a kilometre from
Albany towns/zip at tlze end ofMills Lane
off Otelza Valley Road. Saturday after—
noon is open time for friends and visitors.
Weekday visitors welcome by arrange—
ment. Box 35 Albany, phone 4159468.

Some experiences with a 68 cu it top hat LPG fibre kiln
The kiln was made for us by an Auck-
land manufacturer about four years
ago. We have had between 75 and 100
firings to 1300°C. reduction. The
manufacturer based our design on the
Australian CSlRO top hat kiln featured
some years ago in ’Pottery in
Australia’.

That was a 37 cu ft kiln, arrived at
after much research and testing with
the aim of producing an energy—
efficient kiln capable of being fired six
to seven times a week on about 18 to 28
litres of LPG per firing to 1300°C. Our
average has been about one or twofirings a week, but they have been,
until recently, anything but energy-
efficient. Doubling the kiln size and
increasing the BTU’s of the burners
does not preclude that it will be effi-
cient. Sure it fires. But at a price.

Over the years, our firings have av-
eraged 18 hours, the longest being 26
hours. Soak times to even the wideVariance in top and base temperatures
have averaged about 6 to 8 hours. Our
LPG consumption per firing has been

about 10 to 12% of an 1800 litre tank.
Expensive! Pot losses due to bloating,
blistering, oxidisation etc were con-
siderable, due to the high base temp—
erature (cone 12 plus).

I realise that we had a number of
other choices, such as using lower-
temperature glazes higher up in the
stack, but that seemed like a cop—out.

Here is a synthesis of our experi—
ences with our kiln, and the modifica-
tions carried out in the past 6 months.
My special thanks to Max Murray of the
Caulfield Institute of Technology in
Australia for his generous help with
our kiln problems, and to Chris Cockell
for being available at all hours on the
phone.

Burners
4 X naturally-inspirating, 3” diameter
burners, firing horizontally in the base
of the kiln, parallel with each of the
four sides. Individually adjustable,
with elbow entry and flame retention
nozzles. This configuration results in a
spiral gas movement within the kiln.

John Sweden
Two smaller 2” diameter burners were
later added about half—way up on op-
posite sides in an attempt to overcome
the 2—cone temperature difference
between the base and top. These re—
sulted in excessive reduction, choked
the gas flow and created uneven pres—
sure in the kiln. They were removed
after several firings.

Unless you use Rolls Royce—type
burners with highly polished and
exactly machined mixing chambers
and no bends, naturally—inspirating
burners will always have an inherent
fairly low efficiency. They require a
large amount of primary air plus
secondary air to achieve complete fuel
combustion. Sometimes these burners
are run with the primary air wide open
throughout the firing, except when
extra-heavy reduction is needed.

Jet Sizes
We gradually drilled out the existing
jet on one burner a few thousandths of
an inch at a time, until the flame lost its
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body, that is; the blue core of the
oxidising part of the flame became soft
and gradually disappeared (even with
the primary air wide open) the overall
flame became floppy, yellow and slow.
We then brazed up the jet hole, and
drilled it several sizes below the last
diameter. This is easy if you have ac-
cess to a gas welder, otherwise spare
jets will suffice.

Inlet Flues
Our original burners were actually set
2” into the square secondary air inlet
flues, with result that their flame—
retention nozzles were quietly roasted
during many firings. The square flues
were a stupid mistake aerodynami-
cally. That is why square aeroplanes
are no longer Viable. The two resulting
parallel streams of air and gas were
almost impossible to mix efficiently,
and caused swathes of highly varying
atmosphere with attendant oxidising,
blistering and bloating.

The burners have since been moved
out of the flues, with a 1” gap between
the burner tip and the flue entry. Four
31/2” diameter round, tapering entry
flues were made from 1540°C. castable
material, resulting in greatly improved
mixing and flame efficiency. Too much
gap between the tip and flue will
sometimes result in very sensitive
damper control, which is a pain. Our
secondary air gap remains constant
throughout the firing. All excess-air
flow adjustments are made with the
damper, which is the most important
control system in a naturally—
inspirating kiln.

Chimney Flue
This was one of our main trouble-
spots. An 11’4” solid refractory brick
tunnel connected the exit flue to the
external chimney. The unproductive
heating of its large thermal mass
probably consumed enough energy for
a complete biscuit firing, while con-
tributing nothing in terms of efficiency
in a glaze firing. In a flue of this length
the back pressure or resistance to draw
will be considerable, needing extra
chimney height to counteract it.

The modified flue is 12” long and is
lined with 3/4” 1250°C fibre up to the
damper in the chimney base. This
creates a sort of secondary firebox with
low thermal mass to create a fast ”hot
spot” to assist draft.

Chimney
Again, another lesson in thermal mass.
The original chimney was about 21’
high and was made from 10" diamter
stainless steel. It had insufficient
thermal mass, which is essentail to es-
tablish draft and to continue that draft
after the firing is complete. The kiln

used to take 2 days to cool: now we can
unload the following day, which is
nice.

Also in cool weather the top of the
stainless chimney would cool the ris-
ing flue gas, which would then act as a
plug to further retard the draft. The
present chimney is about 8’ high, by
108 sq in., and is made from dense
firebrick, venting into a separate
exhaust hood. It has since been low-
ered to 6’ high and still works well.

Damper
This used to be in the flue tunnel im-
mediately after the exit flue, and has
now been moved into the vertical base
of the present chminey. This equalises
the internal pressure of the kiln up to
the damper and avoids ”robbing” the
chimney’s pull via every chink and
crack in the old flue tunnel and damper
system. It also avoids the constant
cooling effect this has on the flue.

We have also eliminated the bleed-
brick in the chimney base. It was too
coarse and allowed cool air into the
chimney, cutting down its efficiency.
For the first few hours of a firing we
insert a 2" burner into the chimney
base to pre—heat it and give a good
draw.

Atmosphere
We now always use a digital oxygen
probe to adjust the atmosphere, as well
as visual checks. The sensing tip of the
probe is highly sensitive to variations
in atmosphere and almost instantly
shows the result of gas, air or damper
adjustments. It enables us to accurately
hold the kiln at neutral, or peak effi-
ciency, until we are ready to begin
reduction, in which case we can set
exactly the type of reduction required.
The probe also makes it possible to
adjust each burner for optimum com-
bustion, and to sample the already
mixed gas in the exit flue. One word of
warning: the probe, at the height ofthe
firing, is hot enough to melt the low
temperature back—up fibre used in
many kilns, should it contact it while
being withdrawn. The resulting glaze
easily corrodes through the expensive
platinum wire outside the probe
sheath. Always line the sampling hole
with ceramic tubing. .-

At the Caulfield Institute of Tech-
nology is is mandatory for students to
use this type of probe to obtain accu-
rate and repeatable results and to save
fuel.

Gas Consumption and
firing time
At present we use about 6% of an 1800
litre tank~roughly half of our
previous consumption. Firings aver—
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age 14 hours, with very satisfactory
results, although there are still some
minor problems to iron out.

Conclusion
After all this the one remaining major
problem is the 11/2 to 2 cone tempera—
ture difference between top and base;
the base invariably being over-fired if
the top is to be satisfactory. Over many
firings, we have tried many pos-
sibilities including a variety of soak—
cycles, gas pressures and 45° ramps
placed near each burner. At the time of
writing, we are rebuilding the kiln-
base so that the burners fire
upwards—two burners on opposite
sides. This may eliminate the intensely
hot horizontal fire—box effect which
drops the base cones 2—3 hours ahead
of the top cones just beginning to
move.

Looking back over the experience
with this kiln, it appears that I’ve
learned quite a lot, although some-
times I’m not quite sure what. One
thing is slowly sinking in: when some—
one says they know what they’re talk-
ing about, orthat their way is the right
way, they are talking from their ex—
perience. Your experience with your
kiln may be quite different.

It takes time to get to know a kiln.
Trust your own intuition, which may
tell you something that is quite differ—
ent from what the experts say. Try not
to make too many changes at once
during a firing, and give the kiln a
chance to catch up after each set of
changes; maybe 10—15 minutes.

Postscript
As a consequence of burner modifica-
tions, that is with two sets of burners
on opposite sides now firing upwards,
we obtained some exciting results as
follows.
Firing time: O°—1300°C over nine and
a half hours. I would have given a one
hour soak, but the gas ran out.
Temperature Distribution: A hotter
top, the difference between the top and
bottom cones was about 15 minutes.
The sides without burners were cooler
as expected, and the very base of the
stack was underfired which would
have been corrected by extra soak time.
Overall the results were pleasing with
only occasional flame flashing on a few
pots near the vertical flame columns.
Gas consumption: Approxiamtely 5%
of the 1800 litre tank.

This first trial glaze firing was a joy
to manage. Temperature rise was ef—
fortless, as the smoothly rising kiln log
demonstrates. I like the fact that we can
now have a choice of length and time of
firing.
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Winecraft Gallery
At Winecraft, Marewa Village, Napier,
a visitor can select quality pottery in a
convivial atmosphere. Ten years ago
Joyce and Ian Vigor-Brown combined
their interests of wine and pottery to
establish Winecraft where the policy at
first was to specialise in local work
from Hawkes Bay. Latterly they have
widened their horizons by inviting
potters from elsewhere for an annual
exhibition, and this year they took a
big step forward by mounting a major
exhibition from 11 Auckland potters
showing some of the best work over
the entire range of our potting styles.
Represented were: Len Castle, Peter
Stichbury, Margaret Milne, Lex Daw—
son, Dianne White, Rosemarie Brit—
tain, Roger Brittain, Chester Nealie,
Ted Dutch, John Parker and Rick
Rudd.

Winecraft Gallery has now sole
rights to sell the work of Edgar
Mansfield, internationally recognised
sculptor from Hawkes Bay.

An article on your craft gallery/shop
will be considered ifyou supply first class
photographs of your best work and some
information on your gallery’s particular
character.

Rosemarie Brittain, birds celadonRoger Brittain, turquoise over
and lustresterra cotta coloured body

Len Castle, bowl, glazed inside

Lex Dawson, wood fired pot Iohn Parker, bronze lustres
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THE NEW ZEALAND ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS

Wellington, Winter 1982

Peter Masters
Flora Christeller

i . d'ih W '
Debbie Pointon Amsm’ Dow ]u 1 late

Chris Goslin

Right: some oflean Hastedt’s work shown
at the Academy which won for her the
Bank of New Zealand Award. Off white

porcelain, the taller is 190 mm.
Photograph: Richard Silcoek
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Fletcher Brownbuilt
Pottery Award 1982
Chester Nealie’s wood fired jar of clas-
sical form, won this year’s premier
$3,000 award. Judge Gwyn Pigot from
Australia speaking about her choice
remarked ”there were many beautiful
pots, but this one I couldn’t stay away
from. It has a life to it that is very
attractive”.

Ninety—nine pots were selected from
300 entries from home and abroad.
Merit winners were Cecelia Parkinson,
Auckland, high fired saggar porcelain
bowl, Richard Parker, Kaeo, jar, Nick
Stather, Auckland ”Entrance way”,
Patricia Shia Crabb, USA, "pictograph
cylinder”, Richard Batterham, Eng—
land, covered jar, stoneware, with ash
and iron glazes, Ray Rogers, Auck—
land, pit fired 2 floor pot, Rick Rudd,
Whangaparoa, raku 474, Stephen
Benwell, Australia, stoneware, hand-
built with underglaze painting, Neil
Tetkowski USA, ”natural variation”.

Chester Nealie

Cecelia Parkinson Rick Rudd

Stephen Benwell Riehard Parker Patricia Shin Crabli
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Apprenticeship in Craft
edited by Gerry Williams
This handbook is valuable reading to
both students and professionals. Based
on papers presented to the first confer-
ence on apprenticeship by experienced
craftspeople, it offers personal experi-
ence from those who have been ap-
prenticed and those who have offered
apprenticeships. Focussing on four
stages of apprenticeship, finding,
keeping, nurturing and releasing, all
areas to be clarified when embarking
on this special relationship are iden—
tified.
$US9.95 to Daniel Clark Books, Box 65
Goffstown, New Hampshire 03045,
USA

About Apprenticeships
Apprenticeship provides an opportunity for
the young craftsperson to come in contact with
a working master who has already come to
grips with aesthetic issues, and can share some
of his experience wit/1 the apprentice In the
best relationships both master and apprentice
can grow and change. The apprenticeship,
furthermore must deal with the psychological
relations between master and apprentice. In a
successful apprenticeship both master and ap—
prentice need a mature sense of what they are
doing and why they are doing it and in the last
analysis they both must have openess, and
acceptance, a high level of tolerance, a strong
civiliti , and a deep sense ofawareness ofthem—
selves and other people.

Warren Mackenzie, potter, Minnesota

Apprenticeship seekers should perceive your—
selves as worthy human beings in search of

growth and deserving a fair chance to find it.
This is your time for learning, to absorb and
carry away the positive influences you ur—
gently need. The things you care about must be
clearly identified and applied as guides, as you
look at possible apprentice positions Few
people have a chance to correct an unwise
choice by selecting a better choice lateron. Part
of the apprenticeship concept necessarily in-
volves compromise. The trick is to identify
your priorities well enough that when you
assess the compromises in a given instance you
can see your chances of survival clearly then
act accordingly

Try not to be swayed by the reputation oft/1e
master (or lack of it). Judge for yourself by
getting close to the person in his workshop. It
takes agreat deal oftime to arrive at some point
ofbalance between personal andfamily life and
studio demands. Ifeel these matters are rarely
resolved on a permanent basis. My best advice
is to give such matters theirjust consideration
and avoid relationships where disharmony
seems likely. Major clues about the master
comefrom thoughtful contact with the work he
or she does. Try to discern and measure the
values expressed. That spark offeeling which
registers with you is part of the value structure
you will carry away with you when your time
is done. Impressive equipment andfacilities do
nothing to make the work there more mean-
ingful.

Factual issues to be settled such as workshop
hours, time with the master, timeforyour own
work, discussion times, space alloted, use of
equipment, duties (should be spelled out
clearly), and moneyswould you trade studio
work for time and space to work on your
ownAwould you be paid on a piecework basis
(if at all), or would you pay the master.

We (craftsmen) should reflect upon our obli—
gation to put vitality back into the structure
that has nurtured us over the years. We owe
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each new generation of craftsmen our skills,
our philosophies, and an exposure to our lives
as a whole; iffallible human beings. We cannot
afford to halt the needed transfer of knowledge
and feelings by denying contact because of
pride or inconvenience. Ifwe are not willing to
give of ourselves, we have no right to criticise
orbe indignant at conditions in the crafts which
we wish were otherwise.

If] were pressed to say who might well begin
without an apprenticeship, I sould say self
starters Motivation, enthusiasm and courage
combined with a reasonable measure ofpracti—
cal knowhow are good starting tools. As with
any approach to craft there will be an inevita-
ble price to pay. Ifthe apprentice pays with his
own timefor the gains ofthatparticular kind of
experience, the self—starter pays in equally
specific ways. Constructive failure is a term I
would apply to much ofmy own early learning.
In fact I can hardly confine the notion to early
experiences, since to this day .I occasionally
bang my head against my inadequacies. Iseem
destined to try many new tasks or design
problems the wrong way. Then, finally seeing
the way not to do it, Ifind useful solutions.
Time may be lost but never wasted in such a
manner. You must keep on trying until the fear
offailure is forgotten. Now I try anything until
consider temporary frustration a small price to
pay for the sense of elation I receive from
tackling the problems directly. I know I won’t
let myself fail for too long. [suppose there is
another form of apprenticeshipsa self
apprenticeship~that can last a lifetime.

john Click, potter, Michigan

New Zealand potters’ experience with
apprentices/zips has been variable and we
understand there are none at present. Perhaps
some bureaucratic problems could be avoided
by the formulation of a more suitable learners
contract. eds

The New Potter’s
Companion
by Tony Birks
For beginning potters this expanded
version of the 1974 edition provides
lucid instructions for forming and de-
corating techniques. Apart from
throwing domestic ware, the chapters
on moulded pottery, slip casting,
pinching and slabs provide alternative
approaches for those who do not wish
to use the wheel. This book would be a
useful text in club libraries. M M H

Australian Potters
Conference 15-21 May 1983
The Potters Guild of South Australia is
organising the Third Australian
National Potters Conference. The cent—
ral venue is the University of Adelaide
where there will be the usual lectures
and demonstrations and exhibitions.
So why not plan an Australian holiday
next year in Adelaide, close to famous
wineries and galleries and visit resi—
dent potters in their workshops. In—
formation to PO Box 234 Stephney 5069
South Australia.

Residential summer
workshops 1982
Taupo Tauhara Centre, 7 day work—
shop, wide ranging making and firing
methods. Tutors Brian Gartside,
Madeleine Findlay. Write to Brian at
Kerns Road, Pukekohe RD2 for pam-
phlet.
Manawatu Mirek Smisek runs courses
throughout the year. Write Box 6 Te
Horo.
Nelson Royce McGlashen, Cob Cot—
tage Pottery 126 Ellis St Brightwater.
Jan 24—29 and Feb 21—26. Inquiries SAE
to above address.
Southland Borland Lodge, Lake
Monowai. Jan 15—23. Inquiries Audrey
Simmons Heddon Bush 1RD Winton

Back Issues
Vol 21/1 Reduction in electric kilns
Vol 22/1 All about raku
Vol 22/2 Make your own fibre kiln
Vol 23/2 Bourry fire box
Vol 24/1 Production raku kiln

Workshop opportunity
experienced potter
A trained craftsperson is invited
to share workshop facilities at
Waimea Pottery. Opportunity to
sell through our showroom and
established outlet. Further de—
tails on application to Jack and
Paul Laird, Richmond, PO Box
3065, Nelson.

Survey of Craftspeople

The Crafts Council of New Zealand
and the Vocational Training Council
are collaborating on a postal survey of
craftspeople and semi-crafts—
people (defined as someone who earns
$2,000 or more a year from sales.) The
survey is to establish the size of the
craft movement in New Zealand so a
strong case can be put up for training
and support of various kinds. If you fit
into this category and have not re—
ceived a questionnaire, (information
kept confidential), write to Crafts Sur—
vey P.O. Box 11-3611 Wellington.
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Wellington Potters 1982
At Antipodes Gallery this year Chester
Nealie selected for Wellington Potters,
157 exhibits making an exhibition of
varied and highly developed work.
Displayed to best advantage by
Pauline and Bill Stephen it was a pot-
tery show of National standing.

Of the more recent members Gloria
Young’s teapots (5) and casserole stood
out in their simple integrity and
glowing warmth. The stoneware
forms, rounded but crisp, were com-
plemented by a vital glaze with rich red
breaking through green. Curly,
strappy handles on the casserole and
rosebud knobs on the teapots gave
added individual expression. Wendy
Masters’ porcelain boxes and plates
beautifully crafted, using the mocha
technique, new on our scene made an
excellent contrast in surface decoration
to Patti Mead’s brilliant plates and
boxes of extravagantly rich lustres over
black. Jean Hastedt presented some
elegantly tall porcelain boxes: out—
standing was her tall teapot with silver
banded handle. White glazed with
palest copper mauve and green blush
at the base, it was an exquisite piece.

Murray Clayton’s collection of six
shino bowls, nine stacking bowls,
with strong glazed rim and interior,
and two rectilinear slab pots with well
placed glaze encrustation, made an
impressive showing. Warmth and skill
were reflected in the burnt orange skin
shino glazed ware of Mary Lawrey
Smith. Notable among other domestic
pieces were Jenny Shearer’s porcelain
teapot and six cups where the
rounded, dimpled forms were more
gently expressive than her more hard
edged porcelain forms. David
Shearer’s moulded lasagne dish with
flourishing slip trailed design in Ten-
moku was a most palatable dish.

Of Anneke Borren’s low fired ston—
ware, expertly made and decisively de-
corated over opaque glaze in the
European style, the candleholder in—
vited a celebration. A multipiece im-
peccably matching tea set and tray
demonstrated this potter’s competence
in her chosen style. It is to be hoped
that Anneke Borren’s skill and
originality are not locked to this
forever. Debbie Pointon’s highly indi-
vidual collection of fumed porcelain
was the usual high standard we have
come to expect from this ceramic artist.
Salt glaze found a pleasing expression
in Flora Christeller’s stoneware bowl,
lidded jar and tall pot.

One of the features of this exhibition
Were the successful innovative features
showing pleasing expression on many
of the pots—Maureen Hunter’s metal—

lic banded sheen on her semi glazed
raku jar—Ann Powell’s ribbon pots.

Highly competent domestic ware
was presented by Jackie Levy, Julie
Palmer and Beryl Buchanan. Unre—
lieved correctness, a considerable
achievement in itself, made one long
however, for a relaxed twizzle, hump
or bump and for a lively shiny glaze to
add the essential Vitality.

Sixteen very fine pots from selector/
guest potter Chester Nealie were all
wood fired to 1280 °C in an Anagama

Maureen Hunter
Wendy Masters

Gloria Young
Murray Clayton
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type tunnel kiln. The pots, varying
from large jars to bottles to small vases
were warmly textured, characteristic of
the traditionalJapanese firing method.
On “Manuka” so named after the
bushed landscape at Kaipara Heads,
the passage of the flame was firmly
patterned on the pot. Of classical form,
rugged and highly sensitive at the
same time this for me is the ultimate in
pots. I bought it.

Margaret Harris
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Sculpture in clay
”Transformations” a survey of James
Greig’s pots at the Wellington City Art
Gallery explored a personal
philosophy transformed into pots, and
forms transformed over ten years de-
velopment since 1970. Each pot on its
own, showed strong handling of
shape, in particular the recent large
slab pots with their contrast of sharp
angular and curving facets. The exhib-
ition sequence began with a seed pot
from 1970, the shape suggesting the
beginning of a rhythmic unfolding
into space. From that embryo the pots
presented facets of the way natural
forms unfold, contract and expand,
thrust outward, turn inward, engaging
external space and enclosing internal
space. James Greig is attracted by the
power that forms gain through the
spatial connections between interse-
cting planes, solid and void mass and
space.

Though the forms are sculptural
statements, there remains strong refer-
ences to traditional pottery forms and
clay and glazes. In the emblem series
for example, the swell and thrust of the
neck, belly, mouth and base of the
archtypal pot, are reduced to motifs.
The exhibition provided a fitting
summary of James Greig’s concerns

James Greig
prior to his taking up of a Japan Found-
ation Fellowship.
Seddon Bennington, Gallery Director,
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The colour of these
big sculptures
needs to be de—
scribed to ap—
preciate their im-
pact. The red/
brown oxide over
warm sandstone
yellow gave the
impression of re—
flecting sunshine.

photographs:
Jenny Hames

10 Canterbury Potters
at the Suter Art Gallery, Nelson
The overall impression was of disap-
pointment that some of the most
prominent Canterbury potters work-
ing in domestic stoneware did not re-
present a balanced collection of work
worthy of a major exhibition. The ex-
ception in this category was Lawrence
Ewing. His jars and bottles to perfectly
scaled sizes, their waxy glaze gleam-
ing, oiled rope handles beautifully
made, produced the kind of domestic
pottery rightly exhibition pieces.

Aina Apse showed a group of bowls
and spindly bottles with heavily grog-
ged clay body crisply turned or facet-
ted, forming a display of dignified
authority. Metallic looking sculptural
pieces with reference to containers
presented by Gita Berzins were a wel—
come alternative approach. By com—
plete contrast was a collection of fine
translucent porcelain pieces by David
Brokenshire. Handbuilt and flowerlike
the interest was in the shaping and
colouring of the inside. Further forms
and, treatments from David Broken—
shire’s sensitive handling of his
material would have added to his
exhibit.

The initiative of galley director
_Austin Davies in securing an exhibi—

tion by ten leading potters could have
been expected to bring refreshing in-
fluences to bear on Nelson pottery
whose critics complain of a ”same-
ness” in forms and glazes. It was dis-
appointing that some of the con-
tributors to this exhibition seemed to
be suffering from an attack of Cantab-
rian deja vu and were unable to meet
the challenge. Perhaps next year
Austin Davies will look to
Wellington—or elsewhere, for some
refreshing breezes of originality.

Margaret Harris
Left: Lawrence Ewing
Above Gita Berzins. Below: Aina Apse
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Book Review
Native clays and glazes for North
American potters
Ralph Mason, Timber Press, Oregon,
$US]7.95
At first glance this looks like a typical
American approach. (This does not
abate as one advances through drilling
patterns, nail maps, flow sheets,
metallurgical balances, beneficiation,
mining clays, taming clays, drilling
tricks and many others.) More like a
useful start for someone entering the
raw materials side of large a ceramic
plant. It almost appears that the “colo-
nial” drive, after having divested itself
of the straight jacket of English tradi—
tion, has run out, so that we get a Boy
Scout approach, overlaid with ex—
travagant use of energy. The trailer
load of equipment needed to go pros—
pecting requires that the sample be
loaded in the car to give it traction
enough to pull the trailer.

While there is some useful inform-
ation on how to spot possible sources
of clay, I feel that these are unlikely to
apply to much of New Zealand. Most of
the North American scene is low rain—
fall country where clays are not appa—
rent as such.

A brief mention is made of the
Hamada approach to clay, that is
coming to terms with the clay nature
left locally, but is quickly left, for the
American preoccupation with white—
ware, and the use of oxides as pure as
possible. It comes out in several in-
stances, not least in the chapter on

”The perils of prospecting” where on
politely approaching a land owner,
only the dog barks, beat a hasty retreat,
for “its better to forgo an iron—free clay
in favour of a lead—free body”. But this
approach makes for vitality and makes
for easy reading.

The whole book is also about raw
materials, and the average potter may
wonder what its all for. Great pains are
expended to test clays with numerous
charts and graphs for selection and
blending, but there are no criteria to
aim for. It may be taken for granted
that one is expected to know one’s
needs, but examples would be useful.
How to combine the various and vari—
able factors, such as plasticitiy or the
lack of it, refractory or otherwise, dry
strength, ability to stand working and
many others are hardly mentioned. A
whole chapter that is devoted to the
making of cones from clay to be tested,
and comparing the falling point with
standard cones (PCE or Pyrometirc
Cone Equivalent) is interesting, but
really for the enthusiastic born tester. I
admit that the usual potter is rather
rough and ready with a test bar and
perhaps a small thrown piece fired
under his usual conditions. It usually
works.

The selection of natural glaze
materials follows much the same pat—
tern. While it recognises that some
potters have an overiding and compel—
ling interest in using only material
found in the field, it suggests however
that it is rarely economic. No wonder if
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one has to carry out even a fraction of
the testing recommended. This section
assumes a fair knowledge of glaze
theory, and there is an asumption that
a "slick” glaze will be the end product.
The common New Zealand practice of
grinding up almost anything to see
what happens, with its attendant ex-
citement, is entirely lacking. Haema—
tite seems to be the only permissable
use of iron, though rutile and ilmenite
are mendtioned in the tables.

Beneficiation is a term constantly
used, and contrary to what one might
expect it is not adding material to be—
nefit a glaze, but a mining term for
eliminating unwanted fractions, par-
ticulary iron. Magnetic separation is
used frequently, often laboriously by
hand. Beneficiation is more akin to
selection and washing gemstone
material.

While I cannot entirely subscribe to
the dictum of some New Zealand pot—
ters that a glaze should be ”body clay
with a handful of ashes thrown in”,
this approach has its appeal of
simplicity and directness, that is
entirely lacking in this book. For
example, a table or no less than 18
operations is needed for some be-
neficiations, the number being further
qualified by a schematic diagram cal—
led a metallurgical balance. For the un—
sophisticated, “A metallurgical bal—
ance is most helpful in spotting
bottlenecks on your flowsheet!”

Jack Luckens

”Potters whether experimental or traditional, are subjected to certain internal questions that go beyond the questions of
training or education. Questions thatgo something like this: Who am I? I think we should all be able to answer ”meticulous

u uorfree , precise and cool” or “messy but warm.” Then next, but in no order ofpriority, what are you trying to say or do
with yourpottery? Is it something aboutform, or tactile quality, something political or social? Then what knowledge and
skills will you have to have in order to serve this demand? This will be all the scientific/technical bits about clays and
materials and processes thatgo to actually getting something made. Then these three questions will be wrapped around one
more (or vice versa)~money! How are you going to live while you are working out these problems? In which order you
take these will be of vital Significance to your work because, for example, if you chose to answer the last one first—“l am
going to live by my pots”~when thefinding out of who you are, and whatyou are trying to say and moreover the methods
you use will be altered by that decision. Because what you make will have to be bought by people day in month out.
Whether a potter went to an art college and got a diploma or learnedfrom a repetition mug maker, thesefour questions will
still have to be answered.”

Mick Casson
Ceramics Monthly Feb 1982

NZ Potter subscription ,
an ideal gift

ea
arrange

a

We will send post free to any address in the world two issues of the
magazine making a very individual gift to friends with a pottery interest.
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O The new ‘HITECH’ PE. electric kiln features:
0 Very even temperature.
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feature in March ’82 , J“ , - ' .
photos show,
Right — Bronwynne
Cornish “Goddess”.
Below — Wood fired, salt
glazed planters from ' '
Glen Beattie.
More recent features
have included: Pottery
from Nelson, Peter and
Julie Gibbs, Royce
McGIashen, Christine
Bell—Pearson, from
Auckland, Doris Dutch,
Wendy Ronald.

0 Radiant tube elements for long life.
0 Self ventilating walls to positively eliminate

corrosion.
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' Built in ramp and power setting control.0

0 Will give excellent results when fired under
reduction with the optional reduction kit.
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Glass from Libby Gray, Julie Podjursky, Ann
Robinson.
Later in 1982 we’ve special work‘coming from
Warren Tippett, Bronwynne Cornish, Iain Crichton . .
and others. . .
Looking ahead to early 1983. Special featurres from
Hawkes Bay potters. January — Chloe King, Jan
Bell. February — Dennis and Fairlie Rowe.

To find us, look for the NEWZEALAND CRAFTWORKS
signs, the NZ. Ensign and our craft flag on State
Highway One.
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The new ‘HITECH’ F.E. gas kilns feature:
' Precision engineered Venturi burners to give

precise control over reduction.

* WALKER (AUSTRALIAN) CLAYS &
CLAZES

fir FRITTS
* POTTERS CLAY
* ALL CERAMIC RAW MATERIALS
* TOOLS
* TALISMAN PRODUCTS
* VENCO WHEELS
at AGENT FOR GAS AND ELECTRIC
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0 Redesigned burner ports for improved
mixing of secondary air.

0 O

0 New self ventilating walls.
0 The new ‘HITECH’ gas kiln now costs

substantially less to fire on LPG than the
traditional oil kiln.
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POTTERY SUPPLIES
A complete service for potters including clay —- glazes — tools — chemicals ——
shelves and much, much more — visit our Pottery Workshop and write for
current catalogue.
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OPEN:
TUESDAY 9 AM — 5 PM
THURSDAY 1 PM — 5 PM
SATURDAY 9 AM — 12 NOON
OR BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
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89 NORTH STREET
BOX 345
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O Furnace Engineering Ltd
& Ceramic Supply Co.
10 Ward Street, New Lynn PO. Box 15293, Auckland 7, New Zealand.

Phone 873-604, 875—081.
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THE ONLY PORTABLE DOWNDRAFT KILN

Easily moved — weighs only 25 Kgs — fire anywhere you like without a flue — then
back into storage

RIGID FIBRE INSULATION
The best type of fibre for a pottery kiln — more able to take the knocks — to all
interior lining our exclusive

UNIVIATCHED PERFORMANCE TO 13000
Three hour cycle or as long as you like — twin L.P.G. burners give evenness of half a
cone throughout

COMPLETE TRAINING PROGRAMME
We fire your ware to your satisfaction and give full training in all aspects of stacking
firing and safety

LOWEST PRICED 6 CU. FT KILN
A twin burner kiln well under the price of even a single burner equivalent, twelve
months warranty
6.0 cu. ft — $1,350 (one spy unit)
3.6 cu. ft — $ 960 (single burner)

Enquire for further information on our range of kilns up to 60 cu.ft for production
potters. All made to the same high standard as ’Marcus Kilns'.
New Zealand and Australian patents applied for

REXMARK KILNS 58 Athens Road, Onehunga, Auckland.
Phone 663311 Monday Tuesday and evenings

Porcelain by Alan Kestle

150 Karori Rd
Wellington 5
Tel 769-126
after hours 768-414
Open Saturday Morning 10 to 12.30

photo: Ans Westra



Dianne White

Peter Sinclair's

[Elilllltiiilllil E5Uh
Open 7 Days at Muriwai Beach J

Just outside Auckland. Ph. 41 1-8469 Auckland

@hB Egan fine pottery and studio gs
203 Parnell Road, Auckland, 1. Phone 774-197

( j
When visiting Auckland

remember

for the best available in all crafts.
— porcelain, pottery, wood,

greenstone, weaving and glass.
3 St Heliers Bay Rd. St Heliers, Auckland

Phone 557-793
Friday till 9 pm. — Saturdays 9-4 pm. J

“a.W'

Christine'Thacker

AIiCOf Gallery finepottery
52 Jervois Rd, Ponsonby, Auckland. Ph. 769-874 J

Wnone Potters Clays.
We still blend the finest 20 years on.

We’ve always used the finest raw materials we can find. And to guard against any
natural variations in the clays, we test fire every batch before release. So we’re confident
of the quality of our cla bodies.

In our Auckland laboratory we are continually researching new clay bodies and
ways of improving existing ones, in response to potters’ requirements.

McPhersons Traditional Range
X-STONEWARE XXX-STONEWARE N0. 18-

A strong, A slightly sandier STONEWAFIE
WHITE SLAB — No. 21-
STONEWARE STONEWARE

1100 RED —
EARTHENWAFIE

buff/grey tiring version of X, this is
general purpose specially designed
stoneware body for larger pieces
blended to give a and slab work.
balance between

A near white/grey
firing clay body
suitable for use
where the presence
of iron in the body

This unique,
white tiring clay has
unusually high
strength and low
shrinkage. Primarily

A warm
reddish—brown
stoneware body
maturing at 1250
degrees. (Water

This body tires to
a warm
dark-orange colour
at 1100 degrees C,
through to an

plasticity 80d would have an for large sculptural absorption 3% at attractive dark
working strength, adverse effect on and slab work. cone 8) Especially mottled red at 1200
but is less plastic the glaze. A coarse clay With suited to electric degrees C.
than G32. a rough texture kiln firing in

when fired. oxidation.

RECOMMENDED
FIRING
(To approximately
3% water
absorption using
ORTON Cones)
reducing Cone 9 Gone 9 Gone 9 Gone 10 Cone 7
oxidising Cone 10 Cone 10 Cone 10 Gone 11 Cone 8 Gone 01

Potters Clay range also now manufactured by Winstone (Wgtn)
GB: An easy to throw mottled buff/grey firing stoneware

RMK2 A very fine plastic light grey firing stoneware

GEF A light buff firing stoneware, low firing for electric kilns

E2 A soft terracotta type earthenware

FtKF A light buff/pink earthenware

Full technical data on the Potters Clay range and firing characteristics are still being assessed.

llllllSTflllE (UJGTII) lTD
BS7731

Distribution
Clay stocks currently available from most pottery
supply outlets and most Winstone Branches.



Sally Vinson well known potter throughout New Zealand says:

“YourPottery deserves a MCGregor”
“Much of your skill and some of your soul goes into
every piece of pottery you create.

So it’s only natural that your pottery should go into
one of the finest kilns you can buy.

The kilns were recently awarded the New Zeal-and
Industrial Councils ‘Designmark’.

The McGregor Kilns. Made by New Zealand‘s
original Kiln manufacturers, McGregors Top and
Front Loading Kilns pictured here each meet the needs
of the potter of today.

McGregor Kilns composite fibre/brick construction
save you time, labour and power.

The McGregor Kilns are based on old time
experience coupled with modern age technology.
They’re so easy to control. Electricity is still the most
readily available source ofenergy in New Zealand.
The McGregor Kilns are also clean and will not
pollute the atmosphere.
The McGregor Kiln will cut the cost of firing — but
will maintain the same high standard of production.

McGregors expertise is at your service should you
require a kiln of special size or specification. Parts For
all McGregor Kilns are readily available.”

l’lionc write or visit our Stoddard Road Showroom
(open Saturday mornings). Literature, prices and
quotations available.

MANUFACTURERS OF: Replacement elements for all
types of Pottery Kilns, using Kanthal Al wire.
SUPPLIERS OF: Kiln shelves, Silicon Carbide and
Sillimanite castellated props. Shimaden Controllers and
Kiln Programmers.
W. D. MeGregor Limited, 118 Stoddard Road,
Mt. Roskill, Auckland, 4. Phone: 669-619
Telex N221796 WDMG

an Helden Gallery
DAYS BAY EASTBOURNE

OPEN SEVEN DAYS AWEEK TEL.628191 PO. BOX 4l~O3l EASTBOURNE
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CERAMIC REVIEW
The British magazine for potters all over
the world — written by potters for
potters.

Ceramic Review
IQB'I Numb-:79 {3 70

May June

Working methods, Techniques, Glazes,
Firing, New Books, Exhibitions — plus
illustrations of many, many pots.

Get a copy and see what we're doing.
Six issues a year—Ianuary, March, May,
July, September and November.
[wish to subscribe for one year
I enclose my personal cheque for £11.50 surface
mail/£18.50 airmail

Name

Address

YALKING GLAZES BIA/ll) MORRIS k'l CUASY Lt HAVHJ$

Circulation Dept. Ceramic Review 25 Camaby Street, London W1V IPL.

Ann Ambler
John Anderson

- Mary Hardwick-Smith
Len Casne Barbara Hockenhull

Barry Hockenhull
Peter Lange
Renton Murray
Peter Oxborough ,1 -
Ray Rogers . ' .. .. ..

~ . Heather Skeates 1*W
Edgar Mansfield 1 Peter Stichbury 1" . , 1 ~ .

’ Margaret Symes
Howard Williams
Merilyn Wiseman

Ph.4159-403
Chateau Mentor‘ Rothschild

Open 7 days 9 am—5 .30 pm 1 3-1.3

Photograph :James White
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when in Lower Hutt
visit Penny Farthing Gallery 4 OUR BUSINESS IS CLAY.we stock only

Pottery
New Zealand made Arts and Crafts Screen panting

Paintings
Leathercraft
Basketry

. Weaving
' Jewellery

The Cottage Craft Shop IT YOU want to
exhibitions in
our gallery
by arrangement

PENNY-FARTHING
DUDLEY STREET LOWER HUTT PHONE 699-826

Ocean Beach Road
Tairua, N.Z.

pug it
roll it
throw it

TALISMAN manufacture the machinery
l " i If you want to buy it
I
l

Specialising in Garden Pottery
Pat Boyes PO. Box 120 Phone 526
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Potters Supplies
The Creek Pottery (are.

COASTAL CERAMICS Cnr Ferry Road and ‘ (git
124 Rimu Road, Paraparaumu Main Highway, ‘

Phone 843-77 Paraparaumu Picton-Blenheim

form it
throw it
glaze it
fire it
decorate it

TALISMAN will teach you
0 clean it
0 underglaze it
0 overglaze it
0

0

Agents for: Books Rexmark Kilns
Cobcraft N.Z. Sh/mpo Agents Buyers and Retailers of
Potc/ays Talisman
Potters Clay distinctive pottery If you want to

Phone 802 Springcreek I ‘WRITE FOR FREE PRICE LIST MAIL ORDER After hours 154 Picton
Hours 8.00-4.30 Closed Sunday

mould it
cast it

KAOWOOL CERAMIC FIBRE o reconstitute it

BuildYour Own 3. TALISMAN have all the facilities

CERAMIC FIBRE KILN ‘HblSM‘H
using materials from the extensive range of KAOWOOL products;
Needled blanket—normal and high duty 0 LT. Baits o Bulktibre o Kaowool cement

POTTERS SUPPLIES
WORKSHOP

Wet telt o_ Paper 0 Rope o Mastic o Mesh enclosed blanket 0 Fall backed blanket

REHABILITATE YOUR OLD KILN

CERAMIC STUDIOS
171 Archers Road, Takapuna 480-735

so that it is more efficient than new with

9 Markam Place, Takapuna 444-8158

‘ TRITON KAOCLAD . ; '

P.O. Box 36-074 Northcote

CERAMIC FIBRE FURNACE VENEER
'Simple Installation . .. ‘Sove on Fuel . ..

Triton kaaclad tiles are simply "buttered" with TWO" kOOClOd files are ”‘9 "105' thermalKaaclad cement and stuck onto the inside efficient permanent WOY '0 “”9 VOW kiln.brickwork of your kiln. Your kiln will perform better than new, heat loss
'Better Results . .. is reduced and heat up times are cut. The ,

By using kaoclad tiles you eliminate hot and Lesult I: ’28: mil :fins7m~pI‘°£ col? be reduced
cold spots in your kiln and have a more even y Up 0 a w 9 er ”mg y 0' or 905'
temperature throughout.

Tiles are available in I200°C, I400°C and I600°C r'alings. Standard sizes are 300mm x 300mm in a variety of thicknesses.

Kamo Green Refractories Ltd.
Manulacturers and Suppliers of Monolithic and Insulating Refractory Products and A P GREEN Refractories
SALES: Private Bag, New Lynn, Auckland, New Zealand. Telephone 876099 Telex 'Ceramco' NZ 2772 Mark
tar 'Kamogreen'. FACTORY: PO. Box 4008 Kama, Whangarei. Telephone 50870.
Agents for TRITON KAOWOOL Ceramic Fibre

AGENT: Harrison Mayer, Harrison Belt, Byron Moulds, Arnel Moulds, Shirnpo Equipment, Cobcraft Kilns, \Mnstone Clays, Westwood Clays,
Hanoria Lustres, Liquid Golds, Cerama Pens, Wrico Pens, Pollyanna China Paints.




